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How to Make Wooden Planes - David G. Perch 1981-01-01

The Art of Lutherie - TOM BILLS 2015-10-06
The Art Of Lutherie offers a glimpse into the mind and craft of luthier
Tom Bills, whom many consider to be one of the most talented luthiers
today. In this beautifully written and enjoyable read, Tom elegantly and
clearly shares his best- kept secrets and methods of custom guitar
making - those which make his guitars favorites among top collectors and
players. Tom's unique approach to The Art Of Lutherie will empower and
inspire you to create more than just a guitar, but a truly unique work of
art. The information that is generously shared within this insightful and
timeless work is both practical and applicable. It contains the same hardwon wisdom that only comes from years of experience and
experimentation that Tom uses in creating his inspiring instruments.
Over the years, he has producedinstruments considered to be some of
the bestsounding guitars ever made. Learning the steps of how to build a
guitar is important, but understanding whymaster luthiers take those
steps and make those decisions can empower you to make your own
educated choices. This will allow you to create unique guitars, and the
world needs your art, your guitars - your important contribution. The Art
Of Lutherie, a truly unique and inspiring guide, can prepare you to reach
new heights when designing and creating unique guitars. It is not often I
heap such lavish praise on people; however, Tom is in this case more
than deserving: I know of no other luthier whose work I respect more.
Tom knows his craft inside and out; he pours his soul into every guitar he
makes; heuses cutting-edge science to guide his work, and it shows...as
head of Artist Relations and Product Development at Mel Bay, it gives me
great pleasure topublish Tom's work, which will no doubt take the art of
lutherie to a new level. I hope you'll spend some time soaking in this
book - it will certainly augmentyour musicality - Collin Bay. Includes
access to online video
Patented Transitional and Metallic Planes in America - Roger K.
Smith 1992
After ten years of gathering information and three years of full time
research and extensive traveling, Roger K. Smith has authored his
second book on patented planes. Contained in this comprehensive
reference book are photographs, illustrations and a wealth of information
relating to all patented and other planes manufactured in America
between 1827 and 1960, which are known to exist, the exception being
planes already presented in Volume I are not shown unless there was a
design change and are used for comparison. Among much interested
data included is: - New information on "Knowles Type" planes and
Knowles planes marked Savage. - A Special 11 page section with
previously unknown planes by Leonard Bailey - Planes manufactured by,
and biographical information on scores of other inventors is present. Over 50 pages are devoted to new data and rare planes by Stanley,
including biographical information and photographs of their most
important inventors. - The contents for over 20 important and rare
catalogs with plane information is reproduced. - A special section on
planes by Shelton, Millers Falls, Sargent, Ohio Tool Co., and Phelps Mfg.
Co. is included. - The appendix contains William Hilton's Plane Patent
Index, A type study of the Nos. 45 and 46 Stanley Combination Planes
and Bedrock Planes. A Brand Name listing with over 160 names and
other important data. - A complete bibliography, index, and extensive
footnotes are included.
The Complete Guide to Sharpening - Leonard Lee 1995
Discusses sharpening equipment, explains techniques and methods, and
provides step-by step instructions for sharpening everything from chisels
to drill bits
Making and Mastering Wood Planes - David Finck 2005
The classic guide by master woodworker David Finck is back and better
than ever, with all-new color photography. It's the best book ever on this
popular tool-and it features a foreword by the celebrated woodworker
James Krenov. "Serves as an elegant framework for teaching many of the

Traditional Wooden Handplanes - Scott Wynn 2018-03-12
In a world of heavy and expensive handplanes, traditional wood
handplanes are affordable, light in weight, low in friction, comfortable to
use, and available in a wide variety of blade angles. Author and
woodworking instructor Scott Wynn has been working with this versatile
tool for four decades. In Traditional Wooden Handplanes he shows you
how to make, modify, restore, and use antique planes. Scott reveals how
traditional wood planes work, how to set up a flea market find, and how
to tune up a new plane for peak performance. You’ll learn about the
different types and how to use them to their best advantage; which blade
angles are best, which blade steel you might want to use, and finally,
how to make your own set of planes using some modern techniques that
simplify construction and improve performance.
American Woodworker - 1996-02
American Woodworker magazine, A New Track Media publication, has
been the premier publication for woodworkers all across America for 25
years. We are committed to providing woodworkers like you with the
most accurate and up-to-date plans and information -- including new
ideas, product and tool reviews, workshop tips and much, much more.
The Aeroplane Speaks - Horatio Claude Barber 1917
Choosing & Using Hand Tools - Andy Rae 2008-03
An informative reference guide to the traditional workshop showcases
dozens of practical hand tools, ranging from clamps and drills to chisels
and saws, describing the various tools, what they are used for, how to
select the right tools for specific needs, how to maintain and care for
them, and how to use them effectively to accomplish a wide range of jobs
around the house. Original.
Bench Work in Wood - William Freeman Myrick Goss 1888
Hand Tools & Techniques - 1999
Japanese Woodworking Tools - Toshio Ōdate 1998
This text shows how to use Japanese tools effectively and maintain them
properly, and explains the role they play in traditional Japanese
craftsmanship. It describes how to create razor-sharp cutting edges and
introduces almost 50 different planes.
Hand Planes in the Modern Shop
- Kerry Pierce 2010
Plane users, craftsmen who would like to become plane users, and plane
collectors all will find a wealth of how-to information, backed with more
than 500 images in this definitive guide to hand planes. The use of hand
planes results in a quieter, cleaner wood shop, and matches the
efficiencies of power tools for many of the processes involved in making
wood furniture. In addition to covering nearly ten types of planes, this
book also divulges some shop secrets to making your own plane,
restoring antique planes, and troubleshooting your planes.
Handplane Essentials - Christopher Schwarz 2013-07-12
Everything you need to use your handplanes! There is no woodworking
tool that's more satisfying, quick and precise to use as a handplane.
Planes can process timber in its rough state, bring boards up to a
glimmering smoothness, cut rabbets, dados, grooves and other joints,
and trim wood with a precision that has yet to be matched by power
tools. Yet many woodworkers--both beginners and professionals--are
intimidated by choosing the right tool, sharpening its cutter and putting
it to use. And that's why Christopher Schwarz wrote this book.
Handplane Essentials contains everything you need to choose the right
tool for your budget and projects, take it out of the box, sharpen it and
use it successfully. The chapters in this book have been compiled from
more than 10 years of the author's writing on the subject of handplanes
in magazines, trade journals and blogs.
wooden-planes-and-how-to-make-them
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fundamentals of fine woodworking."--Woodshop News Small and
extremely comfortable to use, wooden hand planes bring machined
surfaces to an alluring, silky smoothness-but they can't be bought
anywhere. Fortunately, this meticulously complete, photo-packed guide
is like two volumes in one, teaching you how to make a classic plane
yourself (it takes only a day or so) and how to use it in a refined manner.
One of the most respected woodworkers around digs deeply into the art
of crafting and working with this personalized tool, helping even the
most uninitiated with dozens of detailed boxed sidebars on the basics.
Every step in the construction process receives extremely close
attention: preparing the plane blank, bandsaw pointers, drift angle,
tension, tuning and using hand tools, sharpening with ease speed, and
reliability, cross pin location, and gluing up. Handle the plane well to get
a good stroke going; and take a look at invaluable planning aids and
special techniques. There's no other manual on the market to match this
woodworking masterpiece.
Carving Flat-Plane Style Caricatures - Harley Refsal 2015-05-01
One of the world's most notable folk artists, Harley Refsal has been
decorated by the King of Norway for his pioneering contributions to
Norwegian folk art, particularly flat-plane figure carving. A Professor
Emeritus of Scandinavian Folk Art, he shares his expertise with
thousands of carvers in courses and presentations across North America.
Harley was featured in a PBS Craft in America episode, appeared as
guest woodcarver on Prairie Home Companion, and was honored as
Woodcarver of the Year by Woodcarving Illustrated magazine. In this
book, Harley shows you how to carve and paint engaging folk-art
caricatures in the classic Scandinavian style. Carving Flat-Plane Style
Caricatures presents more than 50 imaginative figure patterns for you to
carve--from lumberjacks and golfers to trolls and elves.
Classic Hand Tools
- Garrett Hack 1999
A photographic celebration of the beauty and practicality of hand tools
for carpentry and woodworking discusses techniques for incorporating
these classic tools into contemporary woodworking and includes the
history and development of many unusual tools.
Handplane Essentials, Revised & Expanded - Christopher Schwarz
2017-08-10
Everything you need to use your handplanes! No woodworking tool is
more satisfying, quick and precise to use than a handplane. Planes can
process timber in its rough state, bring boards up to a glimmering
smoothness, cut rabbets, dados, grooves and other joints, and trim wood
with a precision that has yet to be matched by power tools. Yet many
woodworkers--both beginners and professionals--are intimidated by
handplanes. This book is here to set the record straight. Handplane
Essentials contains everything you need to choose the right plane for
your project (and for your budget), sharpen it and use it successfully.
Compiled from more than 15 years of the author's writings on the subject
of handplanes in magazines, trade journals and blogs, this book is an
indispensable guide for woodworkers. This revised edition includes 14
new articles as well as new and updated tool reviews.
Making and Mastering Wood Planes - David Finck 2000
"Guides readers through the precision construction of a wood-soled plane
that will perform better than today's factory-made, metal-soled
counterpart. For the less adventurous, Finck offers comprehensive
instructions in the proper use of planes of all types...useful to the
average user...collections will want this title."--Library Journal. "Serves
as an elegant framework for teaching many of the fundamentals of fine
woodworking."--Woodshop News.
Saws, Planes, and Scorps
- David Heim 2021-09-14
Saws, Planes, and Scorps is an exploration and celebration of highquality hand tools for woodworking and the stories of the people who
make them. Organized by the basic tools and beautifully presented with
gorgeous photographs from the boutique makers and small factory
makers, this book is an engaging, inspiring, and informative exploration.
Saws, Planes, and Scorps is a celebration of splendid, high-quality tools
from the best woodworking hand-tool makers active in North America,
Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.
Mouldings in Practice
- Matthew Sheldon Bickford 2012-08-04
A guide to making furniture mouldings using traditional moulding planes.
The Fine Art of Cabinetmaking - James Krenov 2007
An authoritative instructional resource on the art and craft of
cabinetmaking offers a series of lessons that explain how to use and
understand the various woods and their properties, how to hone and
sharpen tools properly, construction techniques, finishing touches,
hardware and accessories, and other important topics. Original.
Anarchist's Tool Chest
- Christopher Schwarz 2011
wooden-planes-and-how-to-make-them

Woodworking for Beginners - Charles Gardner Wheeler 1907
Everyday Woodworking - Rex Krueger 2021-06-15
Get started with simple, useful, handcrafted woodworking projects for
everyday people—with only 12 basic tools! Lots of people want to try
woodwork, but they get intimidated by dangerous power tools and
difficult techniques. Good news: there are lots of ways to work with wood
and anyone can get a few tools and start making projects. Everyday
Woodworking starts at the very beginning—with wood. How can this
common material make everything from furniture to houses? What
makes it so strong? Why does it break? More importantly, what can you
do to a piece of wood? Sometimes we cut it with a saw. Other times, we
split it with an ax or shave it with a knife. This book explains why we
choose each tool and how to pick the right cut for any project. As Rex
likes to say: "Trust me, it’s not hard." Once you get a few tools and learn
some simple techniques, you’ll start making things right away. You’ll
begin with a simple mallet and some wooden wedges and then advance
to splitting green logs into usable lumber. Next you’ll pick up a knife and
a drill and after just a little practice, you’ll be making things you can give
to your friends; things they’ll actually use: A wooden butter knife A desk
organizer A few pieces of sturdy furniture Sawhorses A small workbench
Each project is shown step-by-step with the beginner in mind. The
projects are simple but not primitive. Everyday Woodworking will give
you skills that you can build on as you grow as a craftsperson.
A Guide to the Makers of American Wooden Planes - Emil Pollak 2001
With its initial publication in 1983, A Guide to the Makers of American
Wooden Planes profoundly transformed the emphasis and direction of
tool collecting. Since then, it has been the definitive guide to American
planemakers, from the earliest individuals who worked before the
Revolutionary War to the last few manufacturers of the twentieth
century. Now, after several years of meticulous research, a new edition
of this extraordinarily influential reference book is available. The 4th
edition, completely revised by Tom Elliott, reflects the tremendous
amount of new information on planemakers that has come to light since
the last edition. Included are: over 4000 biogrtaphical entries, over 5000
imprints, almost 2700 wedge outlines, almost 3000 individual ratings for
judging relative scarcity and value. This represents twice as much
informaiton as the 3rd edition and overe 4 times more information than
the 1983 edition! The scope of the book is expanded by the "What's a
Plane Worth" section, providing insights helpful in buying and selling
planes, an illustrated glossary of plane terms and styles, and an extensive
bibliography for further help in research. Comprehensive and up-to-date,
A Guide to the Makers of American Wooden Planes IV is an absolutely
essential reference for any tool collector or dealer.
Wood Workers' Tools - 1897
The Perfect Edge - Ron Hock 2012-11-07
Sharp tools work better! If you've never experienced the pleasure of
using a really sharp tool, you're missing one of the real pleasures of
woodworking. In The Perfect Edge, the mystery of the elusive sharp edge
is solved by the long-time sharpening expert and tool maker Ron Hock.
You'll soon find how easy and safe hand tools are to use. This book
covers all the different sharpening methods so you can either improve
your sharpening techniques using your existing set-up, or determine
which one will best suit your needs and budget. Ron shows you the tricks
and offers expert advice to sharpen all your woodworking tools, plus a
few around-the-house tools that also deserve a perfect edge.
The Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes - Doug Stillinger 2004
The 10 best paper airplanes you've ever folded and flown! These are high
performance, blow-the-competition-away flying paper machines! The
book features 10 designs and 40 sheets of full colour, flight-ready paper.
Best for children over 7 years.
The Manufacturer and Builder - 1878
Making Traditional Wooden Planes
- John M. Whelan 1996
John Whelan unlocks the fascinating secrets of an almost lost art:
wooden planemaking. For those curious about the ingenious ways of the
craft, this book lays out clear, step-by-step instructions that will enable
any woodworker to make a plane. Each chapter (covering 20 different
types of planes and spokeshaves) is fully illustrated by the author's line
drawings. In addition, there are chapters on the history and alternative
methods of planemaking, making plane irons, and the tuning and using
of wooden planes. Every chapter that details the construction of a
particular plane starts with a photograph of the plane that has been
made by the author. As you would expect from Mr. Whelan, this book is
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the finest and most complete work on the making of wooden planes in
print. The reader will enjoy it even if he never puts blade to wood. Should
he make a plane or two, he will find Making Traditional Wooden Planes
most satisfying
The Handplane Book - Garrett Hack 2003-09
The Handplane Book evokes the romance of an earlier era when planes
performed countless woodworking tasks, from preparing stock to
shaping moldings. This is a complete guide to one of the best-known and
most collectible hand tools.
Getting Started with Handplanes - Scott Wynn 2017-03-07
With this book and a well-chosen and correctly maintained set of planes,
you will be able to handle any type of wood in every woodworking
situation. In an age of power tools the traditional handplane still has a
place. Working with handplanes is often quicker, and leaves a cleaner
finish. Versatile handplanes can be used as a router, thickness planer, or
edger. They can accomplish jobs that would otherwise require expensive,
specialized power tools. Author and woodworking instructor Scott Wynn
teaches how to choose, set up, maintain, and master the basic variations
of this indispensable hand tool. Scott shows how to discern the difference
between each style of plane, how to select one that's best for your
approach to woodworking, and how to setup and maintain different
types. Getting Started with Handplanes is loaded with technically rich
diagrams, illustrations, practical advice, and skill building exercises.
Modern Practical Joinery
- George Ellis 1924

calls it "wood porn"). You will also find writings by Nick, offering recipes
for both comestibles and mirth, humorous essays, odes to his own
woodworking heroes, insights into the ethos of woodworking in modern
America, and other assorted tomfoolery. Whether you’ve been working in
your own shop for years, or if holding this stack of compressed wood
pulp is as close as you’ve ever come to milling lumber, or even if you just
love Nick Offerman’s brand of bucolic yet worldly wisdom, you’ll find
Good Clean Fun full of useful, illuminating, and entertaining information.
Planes Go - Steve Light 2014-08-12
The helicopter goes, "PITTATATATA PITTATATATA PITTATATATA." The
jumbo jet goes, "Wheeeeeeeee
VRRRRRRRRRRUUUHHHHHHHHHMMM." The propeller plane goes,
"HUK HUK HUK WHIRRRRRRR WHIRRRRRR." Prepare for liftoff with 8
exciting aircraft and the noises they make in this irresistible ebook! Plus,
this is a fixed-format version of the book, which looks nearly identical to
the print version.
Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking: Joinery - Tage Frid 2005
Learn from Tage Frid, the dean of American woodworking teachers.
Make and use joints from the basic tongue and groove to multiple-spline
miters and dovetails.
Hybrid Woodworking - Marc Spagnuolo 2013-12-11
A faster route to handcrafted results! In the last few years, there's been a
push to return to the roots of woodworking when every step was done
with hand tools--from resawing lumber and planing it flat, to cutting joins
and creating profiles. Working this way can produce beautiful results,
but is it the best method for woodworking in the 21st century? In Hybrid
Woodworking, author and Internet woodworking star Marc Spagnuolo
offers a more efficient approach that combines the strength of power-tool
and hand-tool techniques. The end result: You save time and effort while
producing furniture that still has that stunning handmade look. The
Hybrid System Hybrid Woodworking will show you which machines and
power tools are best for the grunt work of furniture making. It will
explain which hand tools are essential for fine-tuning. And best of all, it
will demonstrate techniques for working flawlessly and efficiently with
every machine and tool in your shop. Making beautiful furniture can be
immensely gratifying. By adopting the hybrid woodworking system you
can get to that satisfying end result with less effort while enjoying every
step along the way.
Wooden Planes and How to Make Them - David G. Perch 2001

Associated Automotive Journal and Garage Dealer
- 1913
Good Clean Fun - Nick Offerman 2016-10-18
After two New York Times bestsellers, Nick Offerman—woodworker,
actor, comedian, and co-host of NBC’s crafting competition series
Making It—returns with the subject for which he’s known best—his
incredible real-life woodshop. Nestled among the glitz and glitter of
Tinseltown is a testament to American elbow grease and an honest-togod hard day’s work: Offerman Woodshop. Captained by hirsute
woodworker, actor, comedian, and writer Nick Offerman, the shop
produces not only fine handcrafted furniture, but also fun stuff—kazoos,
baseball bats, ukuleles, mustache combs, even cedar-strip canoes. Now
Nick and his ragtag crew of champions want to share their experience of
working at the Woodshop, tell you all about their passion for the
discipline of woodworking, and teach you how to make a handful of their
most popular projects along the way. This book takes readers behind the
scenes of the woodshop, both inspiring and teaching them to make their
own projects and besotting them with the infectious spirit behind the
shop and its complement of dusty wood-elves. In these pages you will
find a variety of projects for every skill level, with personal, easy-tofollow instructions by the OWS woodworkers themselves; and, what’s
more, this tutelage is augmented by mouth-watering color photos (Nick
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How Do Planes Fly? How Airplanes Work - Children's Aviation
Books - Professor Gusto 2016-05-25
Do you know how planes work? The purpose of this educational resource
is to teach your child how planes work in an effort to calm him/her down
whenever he/she rides in one. What makes this book truly engaging is
that is includes important pieces of information that have been rewritten
in a way that's easy for kids to understand. Grab a copy today!
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